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Abstract
Incontinentia pigmenti (IP) is a rare X-linked dominant genodermatosis. IP results from a mutation within the IKBKG gene (for-

merly known as NEMO or nuclear factor kappa essential modulator). Typical phenotype results from the physiological mechanism of
random inactivation of one of the X chromosomes.
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Introduction
Incontinentia pigmenti (IP) is a rare X-linked dominant genodermatosis. Bloch–Siemens syndrome, Bloch-Sulzberger disease,

melanoblastosis cutis, pigmented dermatosis Siemens-Bloch type and nevus pigmentosus systematicus are other names for this condition.
IP results from a mutation within the IKBKG gene (formerly known as NEMO or nuclear factor kappa essential modulator). Incontinentia

pigmenti (IP; MIM 308300) is a rare X-linked-dominant multisystemic ectodermal dysplasia caused by hereditary mutations (10 - 25
percent of patients) or sporadic de novo mutations (> 75 percent) of the inhibitor of nuclear factor kappa B kinase subunit gamma
(IKBKG/NEMO) gene [1].

The IKBKG gene encodes the nuclear factor kappa B essential modulator (NEMO/IKKG) protein, a subunit of the IkB kinase complex

that is involved in NF-B activation. The typical phenotype results from the physiological mechanism of random inactivation of one of

the X chromosomes, which causes functional mosaicism. Typically fatal in male foetuses, it presents in female neonates as an acral,
vesiculopustular rash with a fast linear pattern along Blaschko’s lines. Retinal and central nervous system (CNS) abnormalities are less

common than skin involvement, although they may be severe and have long-lasting consequences. These deficiencies must be identified
as soon as feasible in order to implement appropriate therapies immediately [2].
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Bloch and Sulzberger described incontinentia pigmenti in 1926 and 1928 [4], respectively; hence, it is also known as the Bloch-

Sulzberger syndrome. High penetrance and varied expressivity are characteristics of the causal gene [3,7,8].
Epidemiology

The incidence of incontinentia pigmenti is estimated to be 0.7% per 100,000 births [10], with an annual incidence of 27.6%. Sixty-five

to seventy-five percent of cases are caused by random mutations, while the remainder instances are familial [3,4,6].
Clinical features

Incontinentia is a multisystemic condition affecting both ectodermal and mesodermal tissues. The skin is always affected and serves

as the primary diagnostic indicator. The central nervous system, eyes, teeth, mammary glands, hair, nails, and bones are affected by other
modifications. Less frequently, cardiopulmonary changes are also found [3-5].

Case Report

A newborn girl born with a vesiculobullous rash present on her leg and on further examination with a high arched palate. Mother had

a history of multiple male miscarriages prior to the birth of this girl. Ophthalmological examination was performed and all results were

normal. Samples were sent for mutational analysis of DNA which were not significant. There is need of more studies to be performed to
evaluate more unknown point variations in this disease. Here reporting as well as clinical pictures are enclosed (Figure 1 and 2).

Figure 1: Vesiculobullous stage.

Figure 2: High arch palate.
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Discussion
The term IP is derived from the common histologic finding of incontinent melanin in the superficial dermis, which was first reported

by Garrod in 1906. No known racial group is disproportionately affected by this syndrome. As it is X-linked dominant, females account
for the vast majority of cases. The recently identified genetic mutation in IP resides in the NEMO/IKK gene, which encodes a key protein

in apoptosis and inflammatory response signalling pathways. It is possible to see skin symptoms at birth or during the neonatal period.
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Therefore, dermatologists and paediatricians play a significant role in the early diagnosis of IP [9]. In 2016, Rafatjoo R., et al. [10] reported

that intellectual property is inherited in an X-linked dominant manner. Therefore, greater than 95% of patients are newborn females. It
is typically fatal in males, and the majority of affected male foetuses result in miscarriage or stillbirth. While in another case report males

outnumbered females with incontinentia pigmenti, Mayer E J., et al. [11] observed in 2003 that two male cases of IP, with identical corneal

characteristics but significantly varied distributions. We hypothesis that the corneal alterations reflect a similar process to that of the
skin. In one instance, a mosaic for the classic IP deletion, there are bilateral and symmetrical corneal alterations. In a second instance

meeting diagnostic criteria, the corneal alteration is monocular and localised. This is consistent with the other clinical characteristics of

IP, which are often variable in their presence and distribution. While investigating similar case reports of IP in males, Gupta KD., et al. in

2013 [12] demonstrated in a case report that both patients had characteristic clinical features of the disease but were otherwise normal,
indicating that both were afflicted with a mild variant of the disease, which contradicts the notion that the disease is fatal in males. In
another 40-case study conducted by Rabia S H., et al. in 2022 [13] hyperpigmentation along the Blaschko lines was identified in a variety

of pigmented illnesses, seven of which were misdiagnosed. IP patients rarely lacked erythema, vesicles, and hyperkeratotic lesions during

the newborn period. Ocular and neurological problems were common (20% and 30%, respectively) but infrequently severe (8 percent
and 7.5 percent respectively). In 2014, MR Pizzamiglio., et al. [14] conducted the first study to evaluate the neuropsychological profile

of intellectually-disabled patients by analysing the learning ability of intellectually-disabled patients without intellectual disabilities. In

contrast to what has been reported in patients with other hereditary syndromes (e.g. Cri-du-Chat Syndrome and Williams Syndrome),
there was no difference between verbal (VIQ) and performance (PIQ) IQ scores in IP patients. In actuality, their participants shared a
similar profile. The sample size was small, but the percentage distribution of neurological signs reported in the literature was the same.

Conclusion

Incontinentia pigmenti (IP) is a rare X-linked dominant genodermatosis. Incontinentia pigmenti (IP; MIM 308300) is a rare X-linked-

dominant multisystemic ectodermal dysplasia caused by hereditary mutations (10 - 25 percent of patients) or sporadic de novo mutations
(> 75 percent) of the inhibitor of nuclear factor kappa B kinase subunit gamma (IKBKG/NEMO) gene [1]. The IKBKG gene encodes the

nuclear factor kappa B essential modulator (NEMO/IKKG) protein, a subunit of the IkB kinase complex that is involved in NF-B activation.
Bloch and Sulzberger described incontinentia pigmenti in 1926 and 1928 [4] respectively; hence, it is also known as the Bloch-Sulzberger

syndrome. The incidence of incontinentia pigmenti is estimated to be 0.7% per 100,000 births [10], with an annual incidence of 27.6%.
Incontinentia is a multisystemic condition affecting both ectodermal and mesodermal tissues. The skin is always affected and serves as

the primary diagnostic indicator. Mother had a history of multiple male miscarriages prior to the birth of this girl. There is need of more
studies to be performed to evaluate more unknown point variations in this disease.
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